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Abstract
Despite the evidence for early fetal experience exerting programming influences on later neurological
development and health risk, very few prospective studies of human fetal behavior have been
reported. In a prospective longitudinal study, fetal nervous system maturation was serially assessed
by monitoring fetal heart rate (FHR) responses to vibroacoustic stimulation (VAS) in 191 maternal/
fetal dyads. Responses were not detected at 26 weeks gestational age (GA). Sex-specific, agecharacteristic changes in the FHR response to VAS were observed by 31 weeks’ GA. Males showed
larger responses and continued to exhibit maturational changes until 37 weeks’ GA, females however,
presented with a mature FHR startle response by 31 weeks’ GA. The results indicate that there are
different rates of maturation in the male and female fetus that may have implications for sex-specific
programming influences.

Introduction

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Despite acknowledgement of the critical role the prenatal period plays for an individual’s health
outcome, little effort has been invested in studying human fetal behavior and its consequences.
This knowledge gap recently has been recognized by the National Academy of Sciences, that
criticized that although much attention has been paid to obtaining accurate obstetric estimates
of gestational age, the need for more methods of assessing fetal maturity has been
underestimated [1].
Normal development of the central nervous system depends on complex, dynamic mechanisms
with multiple spatial and temporal components during gestation. In the prenatal period, neurons
proliferate, migrate, and aggregate, providing the “hardware” of the developing brain. In fact,
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neuronal proliferation before birth is estimated at an average rate of 250,000 per minute [2]. It
is undeniable that the antenatal period is critical for central nervous system development, but
still it is not included in campaigns aimed to optimize child development [3]. So, although it
is well accepted that parturition does not represent a significant demarcation in neural
development, relatively little effort has been invested in understanding the functional
development of the human fetus.
It has been argued [4] that observations of fetal behaviors and behavioral changes provide a
noninvasive method of determining and assessing brain functioning. There is growing
appreciation that fetal neurobehaviors reflect the developing nervous system [4-7] and the
possibility of establishing developmental milestones for the fetus has been proposed [8].
Therefore, monitoring fetal behavior provides an opportunity to assess fetal functional nervous
system development, as suggested by studies focusing on normally developing as well as at
risk fetuses [5,7,9-11]. Antenatal maturation is a function of advancing central and autonomic
control [12]. As gestation progresses, resting fetal heart rate (FHR) declines [13-16], variability
increases and there is tighter coupling between fetal movement and heart rate [5,10,17,18].
There is evidence that these are stable patterns by the second half of gestation [3,6,19-22]. Less
is known about functional or evoked measures, although stability for some response measures
has been reported later in gestation [19,23].

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

There is evidence for antenatal origins of infant characteristics. Continuity has been reported
between fetal heart rate and movement patterns and infant mental and motor development
[24-29], infant temperament [19,21,29,30] and infant autonomic function [3,31]. This suggests
an opportunity for early detection of impaired development. There is substantial evidence from
animal and human studies that suggests there are different developmental consequences
resulting from a variety of prenatal environmental exposures based on the offspring’s sex [e.g.
32,33,34]. This may be either a reflection of sex-specific susceptibility to environmental insults
or it may reflect different neurodevelopmental trajectories for males and females that result in
sex-specific developmental intervals of maximum susceptibility to environmental exposures.
There is some evidence for sex-specific fetal behavior [35,36] but to date no studies have
focused on sex-specific fetal maturation. A better understanding of fetal developmental
trajectories will provide information about sensitive developmental periods/ time windows
when environmental exposures may be most influential in changing the developmental path.
Understanding development of fetal behavior is a critical first step to determine the transition
between fetal and postnatal life. This prospective longitudinal study of 191 fetuses, describes
the sex-specific trajectories of FHR maturation reflected in patterns of responses to, and
recovery from, stimulation.

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Methods
Participants
One hundred and ninety-one mother-fetus dyads were recruited and consented prior to their
16th week of gestation. Women gave informed consent for all aspects of the protocol, which
was approved by the Institutional Review Board for protection of human subjects. All
pregnancies were singleton intrauterine pregnancies in English-speaking women at least 18
years of age. Comprehensive interviews obtaining medical and psychosocial information were
performed at consistent intervals over the course of pregnancy. Maternal medical records were
reviewed by a research nurse to assess prenatal medical history and birth outcome. Participants
reported not using tobacco, alcohol, or other drugs during pregnancy and did not present with
uterine or cervical abnormalities. Women were excluded if they had any condition potentially
associated with dysregulated neuroendocrine function such as endocrine, hepatic or renal
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disorders or if they used corticosteroid medications. Obstetric risk was defined as the presence
of certain risk factors and medical conditions in the index pregnancy, including hypertension,
preeclampsia, vascular risk factors (e.g., vascular bleeding, placentia abruptio, anemia,
placentia brevia), diabetes (gestational diabetes, diabetes type 1 and 2), and severe infection
during pregnancy (chlamydia, syphillis, toxoplasmosis, bacterial vaginosis). Given our
exclusion criteria, the vast majority of our study sample (74%) was at low-risk for adverse
pregnancy outcomes.
Maternal demographic information is summarized in Table 1. Pregnant women attended up to
three study visits for assessment of fetal maturity, with 48% of the women attending 3 visits,
28% attending 2 visits and 24% attending 1 visit (average of 2.3 ±0.78 visits, Table 1).
Gestational age (GA) at each assessment period was determined by last menstrual period and
confirmed by an ultrasound conducted before 20 weeks’ GA. Fetal monitoring was performed
between 10:00 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. Time of testing did not significantly differ between the three
pregnancy visits (F(1.96, 296.7)= 0.2, p= 0.75).
Fetal Assessments

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

At each assessment, mothers reclined in a semi-fowlers position (5-10 degree tilt) on a standard,
padded examination table and the vibroacoustic stimulator (VAS) was placed on the mother’s
abdomen above the fetal head, as determined by ultrasonography. Pure-tone music was
presented to the mother through headphones to mask extraneous noise and the acoustic
component of stimulation. Fetal assessment began with a 15 minute baseline (resting) recording
of fetal heart rate (FHR) followed by a 1-second administration of the startling VAS (72dB,
75 Hz + 10% harmonics ranging from 20-9000 Hz, EAL Model 146, Corometric Medical
System, CT, USA) on the mother’s abdomen. The fetal monitoring period concluded with 5
minutes of FHR recording to assess the fetal VAS startle response.
The instruments used in this study were designed to quantify FHR variation due to ex utero
stimulation [7,37]. Transabdominal transducers were positioned until a robust FHR signal was
reliably detected. All fetal information and uterine contractions were quantified by a Toitu
MT-430 ultrasound fetal monitor that measured frequency shifts in a weak ultra-sound beam
projected on the fetus by an ultrasonic head. Data from the fetal monitor were digitized at 2kHz
sampling rate with Active II, (Biosemi Instrumentation) and transferred automatically to an
off-line server for analysis.
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During the observation period, no uterine contractions occurred. Integrity of the FHR data was
assured with customized software that included a viewer for examination of each tracing to
scan for artifacts. An interpolation routine was applied, if needed, with a 1-second resolution
to each tracing to correct 5-10 second epochs with missing data. Each tracing was examined
by a trained observer and a judgment was made about the validity of interpolation. If a segment
of the data resulted in unacceptable interpolations (the interval was greater than ten seconds
or the estimate did not match the valid data points), that section of the data was omitted from
the analyses. All analyses were performed using FHR data at 1-second resolution. FHR data
for 120 seconds pre VAS and 30 seconds post VAS were used for analyses. To rule out any
impact of preparation of VAS administration on baseline FHR levels, the interval 180-60
seconds preceding the VAS was chosen for analyses. Average FHR at baseline and in response
to the VAS over the course of the three pregnancy visits are shown in figure 1.
Plan of Analysis
Hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) growth curve analyses [38,39] were used to describe the
change in the trajectories of FHR responses over the course of gestation. HLM, when used
with repeated measures, treats the data in a hierarchical fashion with observations nested within
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persons. This approach allows variance to be modeled at multiple levels and provides several
advantages over ordinary least squares (OLS) regression [39], including (i) assessment of
within-subject variability over time; (ii) estimates of goodness of fit in modeling in which the
most reliable data are given greater statistical weight, and (iii) robust estimates of missing
values for the repeated dependent measure. Cases with complete data are weighted more
heavily, but all cases are included in the estimation of effects. Finally, HLM uses precise
measures of timing (gestational age at assessment) of data collection rather than nominal
estimates of assessment intervals. The advantage of a repeated measures approach such as the
one used in this study is that the statistical power is improved not only by the number of
participants, but also by the large number of observations obtained for each fetus [40].
A 3-level model was set up to evaluate age-related changes in FHR to ex utero stimulation with
time in reference to VAS administration (1-second intervals from baseline to 30 seconds post
VAS) modeled on level 1, gestational age at each of the three assessments on level 2, and
significant time invariant covariates modeled on level 3. The HLM analysis proceeded in three
major steps [41].

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Step 1- Modeling fetal heart rate patterns 30 seconds post VAS administration
—Level 1 captured parameters that change within an individual and within an assessment
period. Quadratic modeling, which captures the initial increase in FHR and subsequent decline
of the FHR response, proved to be superior to linear modeling (p’s< 0.001). The quadratic
solution produces three coefficients for comparison: (1) the mean level differences or the
intercepts at each second post VAS administration, (2) the instantaneous rate of change (linear
slope) at each second post VAS administration (3) the overall acceleration (shape) of the curve.
Centering time at each second post VAS stimulation allowed testing of the age-related changes
for different segments of the response curve. The two time parameters and the intercept were
included as random factors since they are known to have substantial variability across
individuals.
The level 1 model predicting FHR (where i represents the subject and j represents the repeated
assessments over gestation and k represents the repeated data collection at each assessment)
is:

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Step 2- Associations between gestational age and fetal heart rate response
patterns to VAS stimulation—Level 2 captured changes in FHR patterns across gestational
ages. Exact gestational age at each assessment was modeled (centered at mean gestational age
at first visit, 26 weeks’ GA) to capture change in FHR patterns across pregnancy. Thus, on
level 2 interactions between gestational age at assessment and the level 1 π-coefficients were
assessed.

Step 3- Association between time invariant covariates and fetal heart rate
patterns post VAS stimulation—Person-level factors, variables that did not change from
one assessment to the next, were introduced at level 3. Fetal sex and the following covariates
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were tested for their impact on fetal heart rate: parity, maternal age, obstetric risk and race/
ethnicity. Thus, on level 3, interactions between person-level factors and the level 2 βcoefficients were assessed.

Results
Fetal heart rate trajectories over the course of gestation
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Modeling fetal heart rate from average baseline to 30 seconds post VAS administration
indicated that the age-related decline in average baseline FHR was significant (β01= -0.4, p<
0.001) and that FHR decreased by 0.4 beats per minute with each week of gestation. Moreover,
with each week of gestation, fetuses exhibited a steeper gradient of increase in response to the
stimulus (β11’s= 0.05, p’s= 0.001; 0.05). The overall slope of the curve became significantly
steeper with increasing age (β21= - 0.002, p< 0.001), both during acceleration (response) and
deceleration (recovery) in reaction to the startling stimulus. Among the potential covariates
evaluated, only fetal sex had a significant impact on the age-related changes in fetal heart rate,
indicated by the interaction between gestational age at assessment and fetal sex on the overall
shape of the response curve (β21= -0.002, p= 0.02). Baseline FHR was not affected by fetal
sex (p= 0.88).

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Because baseline FHR decreased over the course of gestation, the absolute FHR response to
the VAS was modeled by changes (deltas) in FHR from individual average baseline, calculated
for each subject by subtracting the average baseline FHR from every 1 second post startle
stimulus for a 30-second interval. This yielded a better representation of the FHR response to
VAS. Modeling delta values from baseline (set to 0 for all age groups) to 30 seconds after VAS
administration supported the findings reported for the raw FHR data. Older fetuses exhibited
a steeper increase in response to the stimulus (β11’s = 0.03, p= 0.05, Figure 2). The overall
slope of the curve did not significantly change with increasing age (β21= -0.0008, p= 0.11,
Figure 2). Testing the same covariates listed above supported fetal sex as the only variable that
affected the developmental trajectory of the FHR response as indicated by the interaction
between GA at assessment and fetal sex on the overall shape of the curve (β21= -0.002, p=
0.01).
For each fetus the average of FHR deltas from 1 to 30 seconds post VAS was calculated and
follow-up t-tests were performed to test sex-differences in the magnitude of the response at
each assessment. Higher means of FHR deltas from baseline over 30 seconds post stimulation
indicated a higher magnitude of the FHR response in male than in female fetuses at the second
and third assessments (T1: t(136)= 0.97, p= 0.34, T2: t(153)=2.12, p= 0.04, T3: t(141)= 2.16, p=
0.03). All subsequent analyses of absolute FHR increase from baseline were conducted for
male and female fetuses separately.
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Modeling delta values from baseline to 30 seconds after VAS administration in male fetuses
reflected the model that included males and females and indicated that older male fetuses
exhibited the steepest increase in response to the stimulus (β11= 0.08, p< 0.001). In addition,
the overall shape of the curve (acceleration) changed significantly with increasing age (β21=
-0.003, p< 0.001, Figure 3a). Because there were highly significant differences in FHR between
the three ages, separate models were run comparing FHR responses at 26 with 31 weeks’ GA
as well as FHR responses at 31 with 36 weeks’ GA.

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

26 weeks old fetuses versus 31 weeks old fetuses—Male fetuses at 31 weeks’ GA
displayed significantly larger FHR responses than 26 week-old fetuses from 4 to 29 seconds
after the stimulus (β01’s= 0.65 to 1.66, p’s< 0.05). Older fetuses exhibited a steeper increase
from the initiation of the stimulus continuously to 14 seconds after the stimulus (β11’s= 0.03
to 0.19, p’s< 0.05) resulting in a larger FHR response. From 20 seconds after stimulation to
the end of the assessment period, FHR decreased significantly in the 31 week-old fetuses
(β11’s= -0.04 to -0.15, p’s <0.05). The significant deceleration in FHR in the older fetuses
resulted in non-significant intercept differences between the younger and older fetuses at 30
seconds after the VAS (β01= 0.58, p= 0.14), reflecting recovery from the response in the 31
week-old fetuses. Finally, the overall shape of the curve differed significantly based on
gestational age (β 21= -0.006, p< 0.001, Figure 3a). These results indicate that male fetuses
respond to and recover from stimulation by 31 weeks’ GA but not at 26 weeks’ GA.
31 weeks old fetuses versus 37 weeks old fetuses—There were no significant
differences after stimulation in the intercepts (p’s> 0.10), the magnitude of the response (p’s>
0.05) or the overall shape of the curve (p= 0.72, Figure 3a) between the male fetuses at 31
weeks’ GA and at 37 weeks’ GA. Older fetuses, however, exhibited a significantly faster
recovery in response to the stimulus. The differences in recovery emerged in the linear slope
at 9 seconds after stimulus administration and this decrease from peak continued to be
significantly steeper in the older fetuses until 18 seconds after stimulation (β11’s = -0.03 to
-0.4, p’s< 0.05, Figure 3a). The steeper decrease in the older fetuses suggested faster FHR
decline from the initial increase to stimulation and reflects more complete recovery. These
results indicate that male fetuses initially respond similarly to stimulation at 31 and 37 weeks’
GA, but that the older fetus exhibits a pattern of more rapid recovery than the fetus at 31 weeks’
GA.
Age-related changes in female fetuses
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Modeling delta values from baseline to 30 seconds after VAS administration in female fetuses
also reflected the general model and indicated that older female fetuses exhibited a steeper
increase in response to the stimulus (β11= 0.03, p< 0.05). Unlike males, the overall shape of
the curve did not change significantly with increasing age (p= 0.11, Figure 3b). To better
understand the maturational pattern of the FHR startle response in females, separate models
were run comparing FHR responses at 26 with 31 weeks’ GA as well as FHR responses at 31
with 36 weeks’ GA.
26 weeks old fetuses versus 31 weeks old fetuses—Compared with the youngest
fetuses, fetuses at 31 weeks’ GA had significantly larger FHR responses beginning four seconds
after the startling stimulus that continued to be elevated up to 27 seconds post VAS (β01’s=
0.50 to 1.05, p’s < 0.05). This response in the 31 week-old fetuses was accompanied by a
steeper increase in the FHR slope immediately after the stimulus and continued for 12 seconds
(β11’s = 0.03 to 0.12, p’s< 0.05). After reaching the peak response, FHR decreased significantly
in the 31 week-old fetuses from 22 seconds after stimulation to the end of the assessment period
(β11’s= -0.04 to -0.11, p’s< 0.05). This significant deceleration in FHR in the older fetuses
Early Hum Dev. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2010 October 1.
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resulted in non-significant intercept differences between the younger and older fetuses from
28-30 seconds post VAS (β01’s= 0.50 to 0.3, p’s> 0.11), indicating recovery. This pattern was
confirmed by the significant differences in the overall shape of the response curve (β21= -0.004,
p= 0.002, Figure 3b). Therefore, these results indicate that female fetuses at 31 weeks’ GA,
but not at 26 weeks’ GA, respond to, and recover from, a startling stimulus.
31 weeks old fetuses versus 37 weeks old fetuses—There were no differences in
response to the startling stimulus in female fetuses between 31 weeks’ and 37 weeks’ GA. No
differences were detected between the two age groups in the intercepts (p’s> 0.30), the agerelated changes in the slopes of the response pattern (p’s> 0.14) or the overall shape of the
curve (p= 0.15, Figure 3b). These results indicate that in the female fetus, the response to a
startling stimulus at 31 weeks’ GA does not differ from the response at 37 weeks’ GA,
indicating a mature response at 31 weeks’ GA.

Discussion
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The developmental trajectory of the FHR startle response in the human fetus develops into a
robust response by 31 weeks’ gestation for both male and female fetuses. This developmental
schedule is consistent with reports from previous studies [42-44]. There were, however,
significant differences between male and female fetuses in response magnitude and in the
pattern of maturation. The primary sex difference in FHR, apparent at 31 and 37 weeks’ GA,
was the larger response in the male fetuses. Despite the fact that the baseline levels and the
pattern of response after stimulation were similar, the males presented with a nearly two-fold
larger FHR response than the females. Moreover, and perhaps most interesting, females did
not exhibit different response patterns at 31 and 37 weeks’ GA. Males, however, exhibited
slower recovery patterns at 31 weeks’ GA compared with their pattern at 37 weeks’ GA. These
results provide the first evidence of differences between male and female fetuses in response
to a startling stimulus and evidence for subtle but significant differences in the trajectory of
maturation which may contribute to sex-specific time windows when the developing fetus is
vulnerable to programming influences. This conclusion is consistent with a recent observation
from our group that prenatal exposure to maternal stress hormones has different consequences
for neuromuscular development in male and female newborns. In early and mid gestation,
higher maternal cortisol and CRH concentrations were associated with lower
neurodevelopmental scores in males whereas in late gestation, higher cortisol concentrations
predicted higher neurodevelopmental scores in females [32].
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The results from the current study provide a guide for understanding the expected functional
capability of the human fetus following a simple stimulus that elicits a very basic response. As
such, these findings extend results from a small group of studies that have defined fetal
neurobehavioral aptitude with the long term goal of understanding the transition to infant, child
and adult life [3,28-31]. The current findings emphasize the importance of studying the fetal
response pattern rather than a single characteristic of the response (e.g. magnitude reflected by
the peak response), to elucidate the functional maturation of the human fetus and to provide a
richer profile for examination of the transition to life outside the womb. To fully capture the
maturational trajectories, the initiation or slope of the response, the peak, and the latency to
peak response, the pattern of recovery and the shape of the response curve all contributed to
defining the fetal patterns.
There is a vast literature on sex differences in behavioral, neurological and developmental
outcomes, but there are very few studies on sex differences in human fetal function. Most
available reports are on baseline measures and are consistent with our observations that baseline
FHR does not differ between male and female fetuses [e.g. 45,46]. There is one longitudinal
study [35] and one study with a single fetal assessment [36] that reported higher baseline
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variability in male fetuses. The current study is the only report of sex differences in the human
fetus in response to stimulation. Studies focusing on FHR responses as a measure of maturation
either have not tested or reported sex differences [42-44].
Measures of human fetal responding are accepted indicators of fetal maturity [42] that reflect
the development and integrity of neural pathways through the cerebral cortex, midbrain,
brainstem, vagus nerve, and the cardiac conduction system [18]. It is assumed that the behavior
of the fetus is a reflection of reflexive brainstem activities that are produced in the absence of
forebrain-mediated affective or cognitive processing, like thinking, reasoning, understanding
or true emotionality [47]. Hepper [4] advocated developing a detailed description of fetal
behavior that would result in a template of “normal” fetal behavior and reflect neural system
functioning. This approach would allow assessment of proximal programming influences on
the human fetus and advance the scientific study of early human development. Without an
accepted understanding of the normal course of human fetal functional maturation, it is difficult
to assess the significance of potential influences on development. We have reported that there
may be both optimal [48] and detrimental [37,49] endocrine influences on fetal behavior.
Others have reported that maternal prenatal psychosocial depression, stress and anxiety can
influence fetal behavior [23,29,50-52]. These are important observations but conclusions
across studies are tenuous at best because there is not a common metric or measure that allows
a comparison with a pattern of normal fetal behavior.
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The great majority of evidence that supports the fetal programming hypothesis is retrospective
and relies on gross measures of early experience such as gestational age at birth and birth
weight. Despite the growing acceptance that early fetal experience exerts programming
influences on postnatal neurological development and on health risk and the fact that the
retrospective studies supporting this conclusion rely on gross phenotypes that are at best
indirect measures of programming influences, very few prospective studies of human fetal
behavior have been reported. In addition to the possibility that the study of fetal behavior has
not progressed because it has been judged as insignificant, it is equally plausible to conclude
that studies of the human fetus are simply too difficult to conduct. The evidence is compelling
that the consequences of fetal exposures and experience for brain and behavioral development
are not insignificant. The study of the human fetus, however, does present several unique
challenges. Methods of measurement and procedures for exploring the functional capability
of the fetus coupled with the perceived fragility of the maternal/fetal dyad may have been
barriers for the study of the human fetus. The study reported here and those conducted by others
indicate that the psychology of the human fetus is not only important, but clearly feasible. The
availability of references for normal fetal development offers the opportunity to detect the
influence of environmental exposures during fetal life that may be accompanied by changes
in the trajectory of fetal maturation.
A vast majority of neurodevelopmental disorders originate during gestation [53] and patterns
of illness vary by sex [54]. Therefore, describing prenatal sex-specific maturation is a
promising first step in detecting and predicting child development, and then ultimately
preventing the development of adverse health outcomes such as obesity, diabetes and
neurobehavioral problems. Extending the developmental perspective to fetal life and
understanding the normal trajectory of fetal nervous system development will allow detection
of deviations at a time when interventions may be most effective.
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Figure 1.

Fetal heart rate during a 120-second baseline period and 30 seconds after vibroacoustic
stimulation at 26 weeks’, 31 weeks’, and 37 weeks’ gestation.
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Figure 2.

Fetal heart rate changes (deltas) from average baseline to 30 seconds after vibroacoustic
stimulation at 26 weeks’, 31 weeks’ and 37 weeks’ gestation. Error bars represent standard
error means.
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Figure 3.
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Fetal heart rate changes (deltas) from average baseline to 30 seconds after vibroacoustic
stimulation at 26 weeks’, 31 weeks’ and 37 weeks’ gestation in male (a) and female (b) fetuses.
Error bars represent standard error means.
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Table 1

Study sample descriptives
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Study Sample (N=191)
Maternal age at delivery
Primiparous
Fetal sex
Male
Female
Education
High school or equivalent
College graduate
Annual household income
$0 to $30,000
$30,001 and $60,000
$60,001 and $100,000
Over $100,000
Race/Ethnicity
Non-Hispanic white
Hispanic
Asian
Completed pregnancy assessments
T1 (25.5 ± 0.8 weeks’ gestation)
T2 (30.8 ± 0.7 weeks’ gestation)
T3 (36.6 ± 0.7 weeks’ gestation)
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28.8 (SD=5.4)
48%
51%
49%
97%
33%
25%
25%
31%
19%
48%
27%
9%
N=140
N=155
N=144

